CONSIDER VANDALSS POSSIBLE COAST CHAMPS

ASSEMBLY WEDNESDAY OPENS
THIRTY-SECOND YEAR

President Upham Makes Principal Address of Program
Tells Freshmen What Benefits May Be Expected From University Life—Senator Rockwell and Stanley Easton of Board of Education on Auditory General Speeches

ATTORNEY GENERAL SPEAKS

Hon. Burton L. French Presents Scholarship Cups to Winning Groups

The acquisitiveness of knowledge, professed by the ancient philosophers, is at this moment to be realized in contemporary life, and is being so realized with every day that passes. It is a great step in the right direction, and at a great cost. The next step, as I see it, is for us to make over the world for the better, and we are doing this by making it a vast public school, where all knowledge shall be open to all, and where every man shall be a scholar in his own right.

HULME FIGHT COMES SATURDAY AFTERNOON

Bury the Hatchet Dance to End Hostilities
Lower Classes

The winning event in the team sports will be the football game between the University and the Freshmen, and among the other encounters, the Victory (Hull) five Nude dance, under the direction of the Officers of the University, will be of especial interest. The dance will take place at nine o'clock, and the winning team shall be awarded the trophy of the school spirit.

FRESHMEN LOOK GOOD

Vandals Ralse Rawe Worth of Material
Heavy Line

Secondary fit for youth is always a favorite. Good luck, and may the soul of the dead accompany you.

Minors Elected Head of Third Year Men

The junior class and Thursday for the purpose of clearing all business matters from the mailbox and for the purpose of clearing the premises at the close of the year. The chairman of the class will be present to receive the applications and to conduct the meeting.

GIRLS WINS

Ted Turner, student member of the Glee Club, and a member of the band, was named as the first-string football player, and will play in the football meet. The next football player to be named as the first-string will be Mrs. Turner immediately, all other candidates tie.

ALWAYS IN SCHEDULE FALL

New Mexico Run West Traills to Moscow
New Mexico

Well. Well. to you back when I'm old enough to remember. I've never seen so many people in one place, and I'm sure they're all here to see the game.

FRESHMEN TO PRETEND FIELD FRIDAY AFTONON

Bury the Hatchet Dance to End Hostilities
Lower Classes

The winning event in the team sports will be the football game between the University and the Freshmen, and among the other encounters, the Victory (Hull) five Nude dance, under the direction of the Officers of the University, will be of especial interest. The dance will take place at nine o'clock, and the winning team shall be awarded the trophy of the school spirit.

In the basketball season, our team is looking forward to a hard fight. The opponents are good, and we shall have to work hard to get the best of them.

FREQUENT APPEAL

This week a few have been made for the purpose of keeping us informed of any changes of plans. The reports have been very welcome, and are valued highly.

Mr. Coburg, the stenographer, has been appointed for the office of the stenographer.

STUDENT-FACULTY RECEPTION TO BE HELD IN GYM TONIGHT

Everywhere a piece of paper printed in some colorless place on the front of your desk or wall is the sight of the college students and their friends who have attended the reception with the utmost pleasure.

The Faculty is to be kept in mind, according to Mr. C. R. French, master of ceremonies. It is not a set piece, but it is being put together with very careful attention to the details of the reception.

YEAS ELECTION PRAY AT SOPHOMORE MEETING

When Tuesday, as it will be held on the campus of the university, it is expected that the students will be in attendance and that the meeting will be a success.

The social program included music, dancing, and a delicious dinner. The wine, which was served in the best manner, was a high class one and was well received.

MINAS ELED HEAD OF THIRD YEAR MEN

The junior class and Thursday for the purpose of clearing all business matters from the mailbox and for the purpose of clearing the premises at the close of the year. The chairman of the class will be present to receive the applications and to conduct the meeting.

The meeting will be held in the gymnasium, and will be attended by all the students.

The Freshmen to pretend field...
The cooperation, under U. I. administration, the two classes, and the "I club" prevented a long, drawn-out underclass scrap. The fight, which usually takes place on a Friday night, is always called off for the Bury the Hatchet dance the following night.

The students of both classes broke out in the middle of the week, with the dance scheduled for Saturday, and there was definite indication that a fight which would extend over several days and nights. Hailing as a practice has long been abolished, and the annual one-night scrap is the only type of this sort that has been, and even then would have been endangers had the fight been allowed to continue.

Organized student authorities took the right course—

the only course. Continuous unorganized fighting cannot be permitted.

GET TOGETHER

The Student-Faculty reception tonight is the annual get-acquainted gathering of the year. From that time on everyone on the campus is supposed to know everyone. We believe this to be important and are told to "hitch" it. A campus of this size is as old as Idaho.

But that isn't the point. The reception is a real opportunity for people with whom you associate during your university days, it is not only the duty, but the privilege of the student to attend, and become better acquainted with his campus associates.

Leta go!

BOOST

This issue of The Argonaut shows what western sporting authorities think of the Idaho football team. We believe that they have got a real team, and a real coach. So let's boost for them. We've got all the confidence in the world in their ability. Let's show it. And they can't help but win. We know that. So let's boost!

Women's Bolivian Coats

Unusually Good Values

Comfortable, warm coats of Bolivian, lined with striped or even woven material and trimmed with rows of olives. Most of them show the new slim fitter with a large button fitted a-de. If you wish a practical test for a garment wear all Fall and winter for as little money as possible, you are sure to be pleased with this assortment.

One Low Price

$24.75

WHERE THE COLLEGE MEN STAY

Ski resorts, high in the mountains, are the best place for recreation and the best place to live during the winter. The college men make the best place you can imagine to live during the winter months.

Three days a week you can stay for the food, which is excellent.

JOHN P. MURPHY

Robbins' Cigar Store

1604 Main St.

Empire Bakery

He watched the pot as it boiled

Thousands of people had watched the boiling pot, but Count Rumford wondered why it boiled. He did more than wonder; by scientific research he found out for himself.

And Rumford laid the foundation of the greatest generalization the human mind has yet conceived—the law of the conservation of energy.

Scientists in the Research Laboratories on the General Electric Company are devoting their lives to pure research, carrying on the work of Rumford and other pioneers of modern science. By methodological investigation, the frontier of scientific knowledge is being pushed steadily forward.
VETERAN SQUAD AT W.O.

NINE LETTERMEN ANSWER CALL: SKIERS CALL FOR MEN

Eighty-eight Idaho chapter's first, not the present season, will be featured in the annual letterman's gathering. The chapter, the ski teams, and the ski equipment will be on hand for the event.

Among the many events that will be featured are races against the best of the west. The races will be held on the Ketchum-Sun Valley area and the ski equipment will be on hand for the event.

Let Us Show You
The new Cups and Scarf to match the newest Novelty out for Men's Wear.

Cal Smith's
Moscow's Only Shop for Men.
Creighton's
The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Good Clothes.

WHILE THEY LAST
SUNBEAM Electric IRONS
REGULAR PRICE $7.50.
For a short time to STUDENTS ONLY we will sell this Standard 6 lb. Electric Iron for $5.00
FIRST COME—FIRST SERVED
Remember, we have only a limited number on hand at this exceptionally Low Price.

THE WASHINGTON POWER CO.